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Key Points: 

 The high-latitude magnetosphere is predominantly in a state of constant plasma 

depletion and located on open field lines. 

 The reconnection x-line is located at 20 – 25 RS downtail from the planet on the 

midnight to dawn side of the equatorial magnetosphere. 

 The open-closed field boundary is located at colatitudes of 12.7±0.6º and 14.5±0.6º 

(north and south) with weak PPO modulation in the north. 
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Abstract 

We investigate the average configuration and structure of Saturn’s magnetosphere in the 

nightside equatorial and high-latitude regions. Electron data from the Cassini Plasma 

Spectrometer’s Electron Spectrometer (CAPS-ELS) is processed to produce a signal-to-noise 

ratio for the entire CAPS-ELS time of operation at Saturn’s magnetosphere. We investigate 

where the signal-to-noise ratio falls below 1, to identify regions in the magnetosphere where 

there is a significant depletion in the electron content. In the nightside equatorial region we 

use this to find that the most planetward reconnection x-line location is at 20 – 25 RS 

downtail from the planet in the midnight to dawn sector. We also find an equatorial dawn-

dusk asymmetry at a radial distance of  >20 RS which may indicate the presence of plasma 

depleted flux tubes returning to the dayside after reconnection in the tail. Furthermore, we 

find that the high-latitude magnetosphere is predominantly in a state of constant plasma 

depletion and located on open field lines. We map the region of high-latitude magnetosphere 

that is depleted of electrons to the polar cap to estimate the size and open flux content within 

the polar caps. The mean open flux content for the northern and southern polar caps are found 

to be 25±5 and 32±5 GWb, respectively. The average location of the open-closed field 

boundary is found at invariant colatitudes of 12.7±0.6º and 14.5±0.6º. The northern boundary 

is modulated by planetary period oscillations more than the southern boundary. 

 

1 Introduction 

The Earth’s magnetosphere is largely driven by its interaction with the solar wind [Dungey, 

1961]. Saturn’s magnetosphere is driven by internal processes as well as the external solar 

wind [e.g. Cowley & Bunce, 2003; Vasyliunas, 1983]. At the dayside magnetopause and the 

magnetotail, Dungey-type magnetic reconnection occurs to open and close magnetospheric 

flux, respectively. On the dayside this involves injecting plasma from the magnetosheath into 

the high latitude open magnetosphere and into the region known as the cusp [Jasinski et al., 

2014, 2016a]. Both the northern and southern cusp have been measured at Saturn’s 

magnetosphere [Arridge et al., 2016; Jasinski et al., 2017a]. On the nightside, Dungey-cycle 

magnetic reconnection drives open fields in the lobes to be closed, and during this process 

plasma is released down the tail [e.g. Hill et al. 2008, Jackman et al., 2014, 2016; Smith et al., 
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2016, 2018a]. Therefore, the open magnetosphere is located at the polar regions where the 

field is tethered to only one of the polar ionospheres. 

The process of reconnection at Saturn’s magnetopause occurs under different conditions in 

comparison to magnetospheres located closer to the Sun such as Earth and Mercury [e.g. 

Masters, 2018]. The solar wind decreases in plasma density as a function of radial distance 

from the Sun, while the velocity remains constant. This causes the solar wind to increase in 

Alfvenic mach number with distance from the Sun, and therefore the shocks formed at the 

outer planetary magnetospheres produce a much higher plasma-β (ratio of plasma to magnetic 

pressure) in the magnetosheath. Such conditions have been shown to not be conducive for 

reconnection onset [Swisdak et al., 2003, 2010; Masters et al., 2012], in comparison to Earth 

and Mercury [e.g. Fu & Lee, 1984; Zhong et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2012, 2014; Jasinski et 

al., 2017b]. Regardless, reconnection under such conditions at Saturn has been observed to 

occur at multiple x-lines to form flux transfer events [Jasinski et al., 2016b] similar to 

observations at the inner planets. Other evidence of reconnection has also been found at 

Saturn’s magnetopause [e.g. Jasinski et al., 2014; Badman et al., 2013; Fuselier et al., 2014], 

as well as its effects in the aurora [e.g. Kinrade et al., 2017; Radioti et al., 2011, 2013; 

Palmaerts et al., 2016].  

In contrast to external influences, the dynamics at Saturn’s magnetosphere are largely driven 

internally [e.g. Vasyliunas 1983]. Interchange events occur and are thought to be due to a 

Rayleigh-Taylor like instability driven by centrifugal forces from Saturn’s rapid rotation and 

the plasma loading from the icy moon Enceladus [Southwood & Kivelson, 1987; Thomsen et 

al., 2013, Achilleos et al., 2015; Rymer et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2006; Tokar et al., 2006]. 

The centrifugal forces exerted on the plasma also stretch the plasma sheet into a magnetodisk 

type configuration, which due to the impinging solar wind on the Saturnian magnetosphere, is 

bowl-shaped [Arridge et al., 2008a]. Centrifugal stresses cause the field to be stretched 

tailwards and magnetic reconnection occurs between closed field lines [Vasyliunas, 1983] – 

in contrast to Dungey-type reconnection, which occurs between two open lobe fields on the 

nightside. Recently, Vasyliunas-type reconnection has also been observed in the dayside 

Saturnian magnetodisk [Guo et al, 2018a,b]. 

The role of Dungey-type reconnection, even though less important as a driver of dynamics in 

the inner magnetosphere, shapes the outer structure and dynamics of the high latitude 

magnetosphere. Even though reconnection has been studied during various single event 
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observations, the configuration of Saturn’s global magnetosphere at any point in time is 

challenging to assess with a single spacecraft. Dungey-type magnetic reconnection on the 

dayside magnetopause fills the high latitude magnetosphere with open flux, where the plasma 

content will be lost along the open field. On the nightside, reconnection will release plasma 

down the tail. It is these areas that we investigate in this paper, and try to understand the 

average configuration of Saturn’s magnetosphere. 

In this paper we process the electron measurements from the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer’s 

(CAPS) Electron Spectrometer (ELS). We investigate the locations where the magnetosphere 

is depleted of electrons below the instrument’s detection threshold. Using all the ELS data 

available, we look at Saturn’s magnetosphere as a whole, and investigate its average structure 

globally. We also investigate the data on an orbit-to-orbit basis to identify the open closed 

field line boundary (OCB).  

In Section 2 we discuss the instrumentation and the method to reduce the ELS data. In 

Section 3 we explore various regions of the magnetosphere within the data and explore the 

implications of what is found. In Section 4 we summarize and discuss our results. In Section 

5 we state our final conclusions.  

 

2 Method: Electron Spectrometer data reduction and coordinate systems 

2.1 The Cassini Plasma Spectrometer: Electron Spectrometer (ELS) 

The Electron Spectrometer (ELS) is part of the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) 

[Linder et al., 1998; Young et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2010]. ELS is a hemispherical top-hat 

electrostatic analyzer that measures electron flux as a function of energy-per-charge with an 

energy range of 0.58-28250 eV/q. Once the electrons pass through the electrostatic plates 

they strike microchannel plates (MCP), which cause a cascade of secondary electrons. These 

electrons are then collected by eight anodes, which are arranged in an arc formation 

(therefore the direction of electron can also be registered). Each anode covers a field of view 

(FOV) of 20ºx5º, providing the instrument with an instantaneous FOV of 160º x 5º. Cassini is 

not a spin-stabilized spacecraft and CAPS is therefore mounted on an actuator to increase the 

angular coverage of the instrument, with a maximum actuation angle of ±104º at a rate of 1º 
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s-1. Therefore, the actuator and the ELS combined provide a coverage of 208º x 160º of 

spherical space which is approximately 56% of the full 4π space. 

The potential across the analyzer plates is varied quasi-logarithmically (it is linear at 

low energies-per-charge) between 63 energy steps [Lewis et al., 2008]. ELS can perform a 

sweep across all energies for all anodes in 2s. The data is then packaged by the data 

processing unit, which averages the spectra according to the telemetry rate that is pre-

selected. The data is usually averaged into ‘A’ and ‘B’ cycles. A-cycles contain 16 energy 

sweeps and so has a cadence of 32 seconds. B-cycles are made up of eight A-cycles: 256 s 

(more information about telemetry can be found in Table 1 of Arridge et al., 2009). For 

telemetry purposes, sometimes several sweeps are summed together resulting in lower time 

resolutions.  

An example of a typical ELS spectrogram is shown in Figure 1a. Each of the 63 

energy bins is shown (y-axis) with a range of fluxes. This data shows the data summed over 

all eight anodes during a high-latitude planetward trajectory through various regions in the 

local plasma environment.  

 

The spacecraft can also become positively or negatively charged depending on the 

plasma environment that it is immersed in [Whipple, 1981]. In Figure 1a photoelectrons can 

be seen at energies lower than the ~10 eV spacecraft potential. For each bin in time the 

potential can be estimated by analyzing the energy spectra and locating the sharp decrease in 

counts near the ~0-40 eV level. The procedure for calculating the spacecraft potential 

specifically to ELS has been described and utilized in previous work [Johnstone et al., 1997; 

Lewis et al., 2008]. The spacecraft potential is shown in Figure 1a as the black line. In the 

analysis of this dataset we do not use times when the spacecraft potential was found to be 

negative. We also do not use any data from energy bins below the spacecraft potential. To 

account for any error in the spacecraft potential estimate we also do not use the first four 

energy bins above the estimated spacecraft potential (four was chosen arbitrarily). The used 

potential (Figure 1a) can be seen to account for some photoelectrons at energies above the 

spacecraft potential in the polar cap. In the following sections we describe how we take the 

ELS data and reduce it to produce a signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 1b) for the entire ELS 

dataset, which is used for analysis. CAPS was switched off on June 1 2012 to safeguard the 
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whole spacecraft after it emerged that there was a short circuit. Therefore, analysis of this 

dataset is only for 2004-2012. 

 

2.2 Producing an omnidirectional electron flux and a signal-to-noise ratio 

First, we calculate the uncertainties for the data at all anodes and all energy bins. During this 

process we average data over two A-cycles where possible and if A-cycles are not the lowest 

resolution available, we use the next available resolution (B-cycle). We average over two A-

cycles to improve our counting statistics [e.g. Paschmann et al., 2000]. 

We calculate the uncertainties on the count rates (εCR) using counting statistics using 

εCR=√(count rate/accumulation time). The uncertainties are calculated for each anode and 

energy bin, and weighted accordingly depending on the averaging mode of the instrument. 

The uncertainties will minimize at five percent due to compression noise (due to the 

compression by the CAPS data processing unit, see Arridge et al., 2009 for more details), so 

the minimum uncertainty is set to five percent of the data count rate. We also estimate the 

ELS background and background uncertainty for each anode at its actuator angle. Data from 

ELS is contaminated with a count rate due to the radiation sources onboard Cassini. We use 

the method presented and described by Arridge et al., (2009) to estimate the model 

background as well as the uncertainty on the background.  We subtract the background from 

the data to calculate the data signal and also propagate the background uncertainty so that the 

uncertainty (ε) is ε=√(εCR
2 + εbackground

2).  

Next, we produce a pitch angle distribution from the directional data available from the 

actuation of ELS and each of the 8 anodes using magnetometer (MAG) data [Dougherty et 

al., 2004]. We average the data into nine bins each covering 20º in pitch angle, where the first 

bin covers 0-20º, the fifth bin covers 80-100º, and the ninth bin covers 160-180º in pitch 

angle. We weight the averaging according to the area of the anode’s FOV at that particular 

pitch angle direction. We do not use data if an anode (for its actuation angle) is obscured by 

the spacecraft. For details about the obscuration of ELS FOV by Cassini itself, please see 

Lewis et al., (2008). To estimate the omnidirectional flux, we average over the pitch angle 

measurements and uncertainties. Finally, we average over all energies to create one bin and 

we obtain an omnidirectional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by dividing this data by its 

propagated uncertainty.  
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The final SNR can be seen in Figure 1b. The SNR can be seen to match the observations. At 

low fluxes in the high-latitude magnetosphere the SNR is 2-15, except for the intermittent 

drop to background plasma levels, whereby the SNR drops to 1 or below. When the 

spacecraft crossed into the cusp, fluxes increased and the SNR increased to ~30. Upon 

entering the region of magnetic field lines threading the polar cap, background fluxes of 

plasma were only detected, and the SNR was <1 and close to zero. Upon reentering the 

magnetosphere, fluxes (SNR >1) increased until the spacecraft entered the region of 

penetrating radiation towards the end of the timeseries. Therefore, the SNR is a good 

parameter to differentiate between times (and regions) when ELS observed high electron 

fluxes (i.e. above background fluxes), and when the electron fluxes were at background levels 

(and so CAPS did not measure magnetospheric electrons).  

2.3 Removing data – Gains tests, and magnetosheath, solar wind and moon encounters 

Degradation of the MCP over time meant CAPS would have repeated tests throughout the 

mission to check the gains loss (to vary the voltage to recover the loss). This engineering 

mode was scheduled to occur approximately every 50 days [Young et al., 2004]. In total there 

were 151 days of gains tests throughout the mission (available in the online supporting 

material), where the data is unreliable and therefore has been removed from this study.  

Since the interest of this investigation is to analyze Saturn’s magnetosphere, we have 

removed excursions outside of the magnetopause. Data from multiple boundary crossings is 

not used so that we do not capture any boundary processes. Therefore, all data was removed 

from within a time frame from the first outbound magnetopause crossing until the last 

inbound crossing for each orbit. This list of crossings is provided in the online supporting 

material. Flybys of the major Saturnian moons were also removed including Titan, Rhea, 

Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Iapetus and Hyperion. Data within a distance of 10 moon radii was 

removed [e.g. Roussos et al., 2012; Krupp et al., 2013]. In total, 38% of the data was 

removed due to spacecraft excursions into the magnetosheath and solar wind, while 9% of the 

data was removed due to gains tests and moon encounters. 

2.4 Coordinate systems 

The position of Cassini is shown here in Kronocentric Solar Magnetic (KSMAG) 

coordinates. KSMAG is a Saturn centered coordinate system, where Z points along the dipole 

moment M, Y=M×S (in the duskward direction) where S is the vector pointing from Saturn 
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to the Sun. X completes the right-handed set and is in the M-S plane (Saturn-Sun and dipole 

plane). Due to the alignment of the magnetic dipole with the spin axis to within less than 

0.01º [Dougherty et al., 2018], Z also points along the spin axis. This means that the current 

sheet is along the dipole equator during the different Saturnian seasons meaning it is always 

anchored in the X-Y plane (Cassini was at Saturn during southern summer and equinox 

during CAPS operation from 2004-2012, equinox was in August 2009). The various 

coordinate systems used during the Cassini mission are described by Arridge et al., (2011a). 

2.5 Estimating where plasma depletion is observed in Saturn’s magnetosphere 

From the calculated SNR we have produced maps of the magnetosphere in various regions 

and planes and binned the data in location (1 RS
2 bins), specifically in regards to where 

Cassini measured plasma above background levels (SNR > 1) and where it did not (SNR ≤ 

1). To calculate how often in a region of space Cassini observed no plasma (i.e. no measured 

electron flux above the background) we first calculated the fraction of ELS data below the 

background for each Cassini orbit (to have visited that 1 RS
2 bin) and then averaged over all 

orbits. This results in a color bar from white to red (see Figure 2). White shows that 

everytime Cassini explored that bin it always detected plasma above the background for 

every accumulation in every orbit. Dark red (end of the color scale) shows that everytime that 

Cassini was in that bin it never observed plasma above background detection levels (grey 

represents no data). For some locations (such as in the deep tail) where Cassini has only had 

one orbit in a particular bin, this results in an average over 1 orbit (rather than an average of a 

few orbit averages). This color scheme is unconventional (traditionally light colors usually 

represent low values or fluxes and dark colors represent high values) however it is the best 

color scheme to show the stark contrast from where flux tubes are measured with a low 

plasma content (red) in comparison to where high plasma fluxes and densities are observed 

(white).  

3 Results 

3.1 Equatorial plane - Tail reconnection x-line 

Figure 2 shows the results from the above data analysis method in the X-Y plane. The data 

shown in Figure 2 is from within 5º latitude and 2.5 RS of the dipole equator. A model 

magnetopause (Kanani et al., 2010) is shown with a standoff distance of approximately ~27 
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RS, which is the upper value from the bimodal distribution (lower value ~22RS) of the 

magnetopause location found by Achilleos et al., (2008). Titan’s orbit (20 RS) is also shown.   

Individual orbits, which had very high altitudes at apoapse, can distinctly be seen in the plot 

(in the deep magnetotail at XKSMAG~70 RS). Generally, it can be seen that within 20 RS, the 

magnetosphere possesses a high plasma content and this is the region that is largely driven by 

plasma interchange events (< 15 RS). Interchange events have been well investigated during 

the Cassini era and were observed by a variety of instruments [e.g. Azari et al., 2018, 2019; 

Andre et al., 2007; Burch et al., 2005; Thomsen et al., 2014; Paranicas et al., 2016; Lai et al., 

2016; Kennelly et al., 2013].  

As Cassini travels further away from Saturn it enters a different dynamical regime, where 

processes in the tail dominate the plasma and magnetic structure of the magnetosphere. Tail 

reconnection takes place in the tail from either Vasyliunas or Dungey-type magnetic 

reconnection as mentioned above. Through these processes, plasma is lost from the system 

and escapes downtail. From ~20 RS outwards, on the night and dawnward sides in local time, 

most of the ELS observations suggest that the flux tubes are plasma depleted (plasma is lost 

downtail after magnetic reconnection).  

To explore this further, we present the data in the warped current sheet reference frame. 

Arridge et al., (2008a) showed that the plasma sheet residing in the magnetodisk is ‘bowl’ 

shaped due to the solar wind impingement being transmitted to the disk and causing the 

current sheet to be moved out of the rotational or dipole equator. Therefore, the data shown in 

Figure 2 could just be of the lobes as the spacecraft could be outside the current sheet. The 

model current sheet distance from the equator zCS in the KSMAG coordinate system is: 

𝒛𝑪𝑺 = [𝒓 − 𝑹𝑯 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡 (
𝒓

𝑹𝑯
)] 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡 𝜽𝑺𝑼𝑵                        (1) 

where r is the cylindrical radial distance, RH  is the hinging distance and equal to 29 RS and 

𝜽𝑺𝑼𝑵 is the solar wind latitude [Arridge et al., 2008; Carbary et al., 2019]. Figure 3a shows 

the ELS data within 2.5 RS of the warped model current sheet. The current half-sheet 

thickness has previously been found to range between 2 RS and 4 RS [e.g. Connerney et al., 

1983; Giampieri and Dougherty, 2004], with more recent investigations estimating 

thicknesses of 1.5 - 2.5 RS [Arridge et al., 2008b; Kellet et al., 2009, 2011; Carbary et al., 
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2012; Sergis et al., 2009, 2011] while Martin et al., (2017) found values of 2-6 RS. Therefore, 

our use of a current sheet half-thickness of 2.5 RS is reasonable.  

Comparing Figure 2 to 3a, it can be seen that a large portion of the deep tail orbits were 

outside of the warped current sheet. The ‘x’ shows the location of reconnection signatures 

[Smith et al., 2016] that were observed by Cassini during the same times as the ELS data 

displayed (detection of plasmoids and dipolarizations). Dipolarization signatures occur after 

magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail, where the planetward magnetic field relaxes and 

becomes more dipolar [Slavin et al., 2002; Bunce et al., 2005]. Plasmoids and dipolarizations 

have both been investigated at Saturn [e.g. Hill et al., 2008; Thomsen et al., 2013; Jackman et 

al., 2014; Smith et al., 2018a], and are also commonly observed at the magnetospheres of 

Mercury [e.g. Dewey et al., 2017] and Earth [e.g. Hones et al., 1976; Ieda et al., 1998; Arnold 

et al., 2018]. 

 

Figure 3a shows the boundary between where high and low fluxes of plasma are observed in 

the night side tail, at approximately 20-25 RS radial distance. Figure 3a presents a statistical 

average of where the planetward most boundary between flux tubes with low and high 

plasma content is located and therefore shows where the most planetward reconnection x-line 

is located at Saturn. It is also notable that in a plasma system with so much variability, the 

location of this boundary is consistently observed on a number of orbits spread in local time.  

This is supported by the locations where Cassini observed reconnection signatures, which 

also lie largely on the portion of orbits where ELS detected little or no electrons. This is 

consistent with MHD modeling of Saturn’s magnetosphere [Jia et al., 2012] that presented 

the x-line to be located at X~ -25 RS downtail at midnight local time, which then retreated to 

X~ -30 RS downtail by the end of the simulation. Our observational average is similar to in 

situ observations of reconnection in the tail (at 01:30UT) at a radial distance of ~29 RS 

[Arridge et al., 2016b]. In comparison to Jupiter, the x-line in the Jovian magnetosphere has 

been found to be located at ~90 RJ [Vogt et al., 2012, 2014]. 

3.2 Equatorial plane - Local time asymmetry 

Figure 3b shows the same dataset from 3a, but in local time [LT] – [R] radial distance. The 

boundary between flux tubes with high and low plasma content can be observed to continue 

into the dawn and morning dayside sector of the magnetosphere, showing a local time 
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asymmetry between the morning and afternoon sectors. A dawn-dusk asymmetry has also 

been observed in the thermal ion population [Felici et al., 2018]. We suggest that this is 

evidence of the return flow of plasma depleted flux tubes from the nightside to the dayside, 

similar to what is observed at Jupiter. At Jupiter there exists a “cushion region” which is 

caused by the rotation of depleted flux tubes into the dayside Jovian magnetosphere from 

dawn into the late morning [e.g. Smith et al., 1974, 1976; Balogh et al., 1992; Kivelson et al., 

1997; Kivelson & Southwood, 2005]. This region also exhibits dipolar configurations of the 

magnetospheric field and magnetic nulls which arise from instabilities that form at the outer 

edge of the plasma sheet. Most recently there is evidence that the concept of the cushion 

region may need to be reassessed because the Juno spacecraft did not observe a persistent 

cushion region on the dawn flank [Gershman et al., 2018]. Went et al., (2011) compared 

observations from Jupiter (with the Ulysses spacecraft) and Saturn (Cassini) and concluded 

that Saturn lacked a cushion region of quasi-dipolar flux tubes. However, the authors 

conclude that evidence from more plasma data is needed to make a more conclusive 

statement. 

From Figure 3b we propose that a cushion region in the form of depleted flux tubes at Saturn 

may exist, but it may not be entirely similar or exhibit exactly the same physical 

characteristics as that observed at Jupiter. A dawn-dusk asymmetry has also been found in the 

energetic plasma where the ring current becomes increasingly pressure gradient driven at 

dawn [Sergis et al., 2017]. Therefore the return flow of depleted electrons at dawn found in 

this study may carry energetic plasma not observable by ELS. Further effort and 

investigations are required to make a more conclusive statement on this topic at Saturn (and it 

seems, also at Jupiter: Gershman et al., 2018). 

 

3.3 High-latitude and polar observations 

Figure 4 shows the ELS results in the X-Z plane (view from dawn) with the Sun to the right. 

This plot was made from the data during the high-latitude orbits from July 22 2006 until 

October 12 2009. The plasma depleted regions of the high latitude polar magnetosphere (red) 

can clearly be seen in stark contrast to the lower latitude regions with a high electron content. 

The nightside (at radial distances greater than ~10 RS) contains much more variability at the 

boundary between the equatorial region and the lobes, and this is most likely due to the 
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periodic oscillation or “flapping” of the current sheet, whereby the spacecraft repeatedly 

moves from the lobes into the current sheet on a single orbit [e.g. Arridge et al., 2009, 2011b; 

Sorba et al., 2018]. 

The dayside high latitude profile however is more coherent. There is a clear boundary 

between the two plasma regimes, which identifies the boundary between magnetospheric 

field lines that are open to the solar wind (magnetic field is tethered to the ionosphere in one 

hemisphere) and fields that are closed (both footpoints of the magnetic field are tethered to 

the ionosphere), otherwise known as the open-closed boundary (OCB). This boundary 

contains Saturn’s  magnetospheric cusp [Jasinski et al., 2014, 2016a, 2017; Arridge et al., 

2016a]. 

Figure 4b shows the latitudinal distribution of electrons on the dayside with radial distance. 

The OCB can clearly be seen decreasing in latitude with increasing radial distance (at the 

boundary between high and low electron signal). This boundary is also more equatorward in 

the south than in the north. The difference between the northern and southern hemispheres is 

most likely attributed to the fact that our observations are not centered on equinox (August 

2009) and so for most of these observations the Sun was tilted below the equator to the south 

(similarly found at Earth, Wing et al., 2005). The equatorial plasma is forced northwards due 

to the warping of the current sheet [Arridge et al., 2008a], which acts to push the location of 

the northern OCB (and cusp) polewards. The location of the cusp and the OCB is also at 

much lower latitudes in the northern mid-altitude region (~45º at 15 RS) than that observed at 

Earth (~75º, Zhou & Russell, 1997). This is most likely due to massive departure from a 

dipolar configuration with the radial extension of the field lines on the dayside 

magnetosphere (in comparison to Earth). In the next section we explore this high latitude 

OCB further. 

 

3.4 Open flux estimates - Mapping ELS data to the polar ionosphere 

The data is mapped to the ionosphere using an axisymmetric magnetic field model with a 

superimposed model ring current field. The axisymmetric internal magnetic field is calculated 

as a spherical expansion and uses the coefficients from Burton et al., (2010), where g0
1, g

0
2, 

and g
0

3 are the Gauss coefficients taken to be 21136, 1526 and 2219 nT, respectively. The 

model ring current field parameters are taken from Bunce et al., (2007) and the model is also 
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dependent on the magnetopause standoff distance. Here we have taken the standoff distance 

as 24.5 RS, which is the mid-point between the two values (22 and 27 RS) of the bimodal 

distribution of the average Saturn magnetopause location [Achilleos et al., 2008]. Changing 

the standoff distance does not vary the invariant colatitude significantly (the colatitude of the 

magnetic field line at 1 RS). As an example, the invariant colatitude for the cusp observation 

on January 21 2009 (19:00 UT) [Jasinski et al., 2014] estimated with a standoff distance of 

24.5 RS is 8.7º whilst for a standoff distance of 22 and 27 RS the colatitude is 8.6 and 8.8º, 

respectively. The field vectors associated with the ring current sheet are calculated from the 

model described by Connerney et al., (1981, 1983), using the analytical approximations 

presented by Giampieri and Dougherty (2004). This model has previously been used to 

analyse high-latitude cusp observations [Jasinski et al., 2017a] as well as map the footpoint of 

the magnetic field [e.g. Jinks et al., 2014]. The data from each hemisphere of the 

magnetosphere is mapped to its polar ionosphere.  

The results are shown in Figure 5a) for the northern and b) the southern hemispheres. The 

data is binned in 5º local time longitude bins (~20 minutes in LT) and 2º colatitude bins. 

Firstly, it can be seen that Cassini did not explore all the mapped regions of the polar 

magnetosphere.  There are orbital biases towards dusk (for the north) and dawn (for the 

south). The average statistical location of the center (black) of the UV auroral oval and its 

poleward and equatorward edges (grey) from Bader et al., (2019a) are also shown. The OCB 

is expected to be observed just poleward of the auroral oval [e.g. Cowley et al., 2003, 2005; 

Bunce et al., 2008; Jinks et al., 2014]. The high latitude polar magnetospheric areas with 

plasma depleted flux (red) are expected to be on open fields.  

Therefore Figure 5 is a good statistical representation of the open (red) and closed (white) 

field line boundary. From this we try to estimate the average amount of open flux at Saturn. 

First, we identify the outer edge of the OCB by selecting the largest difference in plasma 

content between bins in longitude. Where there is no data we take the average OCB 

colatitude (this is calculated below in Section 3.5) of 12.7º for the north and 14.5º for the 

south. Using the coefficients from Burton et al., (2010), mentioned above, we employ the 

method used by Badman et al., (2005, 2014) who calculated open flux estimates from auroral 

observations using a flux function F(R, θ). We integrate over the polar cap area to calculate 

the amount of open flux, Φ:  

𝚽 = 𝚫𝝓∑ 𝑭(𝑹(𝜽𝒏),
𝟕𝟐
𝒏=𝟏 𝜽𝒏)                        (2) 
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where Δϕ is the width in local time longitude (and equal to 5º), the colatitude for a longitude 

sector n is θn, and R(θn) is the radius of polar cap at that longitude. Please see Badman et al., 

(2005) for a detailed description of this method.  

We calculate open flux estimates for the north and south to be 25±5 and 32±5 GWb, 

respectively. The errors are estimated from the half-width of the latitudinal bins shown in 

Figure 5. These values fall within the range of 10-50 GWb estimated by Badman et al., 

(2014), however they represent a more average representation of the open flux estimated at 

Saturn.   

3.5 The OCB and planetary period oscillation (PPO) 

Figure 6 shows the observations for an individual northern polar cap crossing. These 

observations are during Rev-99. Figure 6a, shows the mapped trajectory of Cassini (red) in 

the northern hemisphere. The observed OCB location is show by the blue star. Figure 6b 

shows auroral observations by UVIS on the same day, the mapped location of Cassini during 

these auroral observations (yellow diamond) is shown. Figure 6c-d show Cassini’s radial 

distance from Saturn, and latitude. Figure 6e-f presents the SNR and a full electron 

spectrogram measured by ELS for this time period, respectively. Whilst crossing field lines 

that are open and connected to Saturn’s polar cap the SNR is continuously close to zero, and 

only background electron fluxes are observed. Upon crossing the OCB onto closed field lines 

there is an abrupt increase in the SNR to values >1. It is at this location that the OCB is 

selected and shown as dashed vertical lines (for the north and south). For the northern OCB, 

the mapped location is shown as a blue star in Figure 6a and b. The invariant colatitude (Λ) 

of the OCB for all the orbits where it is possible to detect is shown in Figure 7a and 7b (for 

each Rev) and also for local time in 7c-d. While there is typically good agreement between 

ELS detecting background level of plasma and the identification of open fields, it should be 

noted that this agreement is not universal. As shown by Jinks et al., (2014), the difference in 

latitude of the identified OCB by ELS is on average 0.34º different than that identified by the 

measurement of energetic electrons by the Magnetospheric-Meaurement-System (MIMI).  

Using the OCB location measured from each individual orbit, the OCB has a mean invariant 

colatitude value of 12.7±0.6º and 14.5+0.6º for the north and south, respectively. The errors 

are calculated from 1) the variation of the colatitude mapping dependent on the 

magnetopause location from the magnetic field model (mentioned above) and 2) the mean 
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difference in OCB location found between our results and those estimated by Jinks et al., 

(2014) (discussed further below). In comparison to the OCB investigation by Jinks et al., 

(2014) our values are lower (north: 13.3º,  and for the south: 15.6º). However, we have 

analysed more orbits than the Jinks et al., (2014) study, which only included up to Cassini’s 

Rev-96 and 100 for the north and south respectively. They only analyzed the OCB for a total 

of 48 crossings (22 in the north and 26 in the south) whilst our dataset contains 86 crossings 

(44 in the north and 42 in the south). The primary difference between the Jinks et al. (2014), 

study and ours is that we investigate the OCB with ELS data whilst they do so with three 

seperate datasets (RPWS, ELS and MIMI-LEMMS). Their investigation relies on 

observations from all three of these datasets, however, we are not restricted by the other 

instruments to complete our analysis for as many orbits as possible. Of the orbits that Jinks et 

al., (2014) identified the OCB in the ELS dataset, the mean difference in invariant colatitude 

between their values and ours are ~0.5 and 0.4º for the north and south, respectively, with 

medians of ~0.3 and 0.2º. Therefore, both methods estimate similar values. 

We have also inspected the data of the OCB for any modulation by the planetary period 

oscillation (PPO) systems. PPOs are observed in the plasma and magnetic field data at a 

period close to the planetary rotation period [e.g. Carbary & Mitchell, 2013] and can be best 

modelled as two rotating magnetic perturbation fields (one in the north and one in the south) 

that rotate independently of each other and are associated with field aligned currents that 

perturb the local plasma environment [e.g. Andrews et al., 2010, 2012; Hunt, et al., 2014, 

2015, 2016; Provan et al., 2011, 2015, 2016, 2018; Bader et al., 2018, 2019b]. Many 

magnetospheric processes and boundaries are modulated by the PPO systems [e.g. Clarke et 

al., 2010; Jackman et al., 2016; Badman et al., 2012; Paranicas et al., 2005; Bradley et al., 

2018; Carbary, 2017]. 

The local time longitude (ϕ) must be converted to a PPO longitude ΨN/S=ϕN/S(t) – ϕ, for both 

the northern and southern PPOs, where ϕN/S(t) is the phase angle describing the instantaneous 

orientation of the PPO magnetic perturbation fields with time (for the separate northern and 

southern systems). The phase angle for the whole Cassini mission is estimated by Provan et 

al., (2016) and provided by the authors on their university website (link in 

acknowledgements). The phase positions are shown for the observations in Figure 6b. 

To complete this we have taken a small bin (10º wide, near the peak of number of 

observations) in local time for each hemisphere; 5º within a LT-longitude of 0º (local 
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midnight) in the south and 5º within a LT longitude of 320º (pre-midnight), in the north. By 

selecting a narrow local time bin we avoid any variation of the invariant colatitude (Λ) that 

may occur in local time that is independent of the PPO modulation. These local time 

longitudes are then converted to PPO longitude for the north and south (ΨN/S), for each 

hemisphere. Each hemisphere may be affected by the PPO system in that hemisphere (the 

primary PPO system) as well as the opposite hemisphere (secondary PPO system). The 

displacement from the mean invariant colatitude against the PPO longitude is shown in 

Figure 7e-h. The modulation is fitted with cosine functions similar to previous investigations 

of the auroral modulation by PPO’s [Bader et al., 2019a; Nichols et al., 2008; 2016]. We find 

the best-fit cosine functions by minimizing χ2 (both the function and minimized χ2 are shown 

on the plot). The lower χ2 for the northern hemisphere shows that the northern OCB is 

modulated by PPOs more than the southern OCB. This is in contrast to Jinks et al., (2014) 

who found the southern OCB to be more organized by PPOs (than the northern OCB). Our 

method however takes a very narrow bin in local time, and therefore is more reliable (the 

authors used all their observations, which will introduce an uncertainty if the OCB is not a 

perfect circle). For the northern OCB, the negative displacement peak at ΨN=175º is very 

similar to the auroral oval displacement peak found ΨN ~165º [Bader et al., 2019a]. 

 

4 Summary and Discussion. 

In this paper we have processed and analyzed data from the Electron Spectrometer (ELS) 

onboard Cassini in regards to a variety of phenomena at Saturn’s magnetosphere. The data 

from ELS (2004-2012) had photoelectrons below the spacecraft potential removed as well as 

background levels of electron flux subtracted. The computed flux and its uncertainty were 

then binned to produce a timeseries of the electron signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the entire 

dataset during the first 8 years of the Cassini mission. After removing data during inflight 

engineering tests of the instrument, excursions into the magnetosheath and solar wind, as well 

as moon flybys, the dataset was analysed in regards to where the electron SNR falls to 

background levels in Saturn’s magnetosphere (SNR ≤ 1). 

Firstly, the nightside equatorial magnetosphere was investigated by transforming the dataset 

into the equatorial warped current sheet plane. It was found that on the post-midnight to dawn 

region the electron content in the magnetosphere falls to background levels. The nightside 
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region depleted of electrons is most likely caused by reconnection in the nightside where 

plasma is lost downtail. The reconnection x-line in the nightside was estimated to be located 

at a radial distance of 20-25 RS in the midnight-dawn local time magnetosphere. This was 

compared to reported remote detection of reconnection signatures such as plasmoids and 

dipolarizations [Smith et al., 2018a], and is consistent with their values of the reconnection x-

line occurring at 20-30 RS downtail. Our estimated values are also similar to the MHD 

simulation of Saturn’s magnetosphere [Jia et al., 2012], which found the reconnection x-line 

to be 25-30 RS downtail at local midnight. However, it is important to remember that 

reconnection in MHD simulations occurs due to numerical diffusion (due to discretization of 

the MHD equations). This is not a realistic characterization of reconnection and leads to a 

larger reconnection rate and does not heat the plasma as much as a fully kinetic simulation. 

Nevertheless, MHD is useful at highlighting the possible topology of the magnetic field and it 

is encouraging to see the various estimations of the reconnection x-line to overlap 

significantly.  

The results also showed a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the electron content of Saturn’s 

magnetosphere. Similarly, a survey of the thermal ions in Saturn’s magnetosphere also 

detected a dawn dusk symmetry [Felici et al., 2018]. These observations are not due to a 

noon-midnight electric field that has been measured at Saturn [e.g. Thomsen et al., 2012; 

Wilson et al., 2013; Andriopoulou et al., 2012, 2014]. This electric field results in a 

planetward movement of the plasma in the postnoon sector [Jia & Kivelson, 2016], which is 

not what we measure here. We observed a depletion of plasma continue into the morning 

region, most likely due to return flow of plasma depleted flux tubes. At Jupiter such a region 

has been called the cushion region and is accompanied by magnetic null regions and 

instabilities that form on the outer edge of the current sheet. These magnetic signatures have 

not been observed at Saturn [Went et al., 2011], and so it was concluded that the cushion 

region does not exist at Saturn. However our evidence of a local time asymmetry may 

indicate that this region of plasma depletion may occur at Saturn’s magnetosphere. Further 

exploration of the plasma observations is required to make a more definitive conclusion. 

Dipolarization signatures of Dungey-style reconnection have also found density depleted flux 

tubes in the post-midnight region [Smith et al., 2018a,b]. Our conclusion that this 

phenomenon needs to be examined more closely is similar to a recent study of Juno 

spacecraft data by Gershman et al., (2018), that found that the concept of a cushion region at 

Jupiter also needs to be reassessed.  
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The high-latitude ELS measurements during the highly inclined orbits of Cassini in 2006-

2009 were also analyzed. The results show that much of Saturn's high-latitude magnetosphere 

is depleted of plasma (Figure 4a). The latitudinal boundary at higher altitudes (> 10 RS) 

between where plasma is and is not measured by ELS is much more well defined on the 

dayside, than in the nightside, which is most likely caused by the flapping of the magnetotail. 

The warping of the current sheet [Arridge et al., 2008a] also acts to push this boundary into 

the northern hemisphere for this particular set of observations which occurred at the end of 

southern summer and during equinox. This is clearly observed on the dayside latitudinal 

dependence (Figure 4b), where the regions of plasma depleted flux are observed at higher 

latitudes in the north than the southern dayside magnetosphere. A depletion in electron 

measurements at high latitudes is an indicator of where the magnetic field is open (where 

only one end of the magnetic field is tethered to the ionosphere). This is due to plasma being 

lost down the open field line if both footpoints of the magnetospheric field are not at the 

ionosphere which will act to trap the plasma. Therefore, the region of depleted flux can be 

used to estimate where the magnetospheric field is open.  

The observations were traced to the planet’s surface, to estimate the invariant latitude (and 

colatitude) of where the depleted plasma is observed in the polar region. The open closed 

field line boundary (OCB) was estimated from individual high-latitude orbits using ELS 

measurements. The average invariant colatitude of the OCB was found to be located at 

colatitudes of 12.7±0.6º and 14.5+0.6º in the north and south, respectively. Our investigation 

includes the OCB identification for more orbits (86 crossings) than the Jinks et al., (2014) 

study (which analyzed 48 crossings). Our inclusion of more orbits indicates that Jinks et al., 

(2014) overestimated the location of the OCB with reported values of 13.3º and 15.6º for the 

north and south, respectively. 

The average open flux content of the Saturnian magnetosphere was estimated to be 25±5 and 

32±5 GWb for the northern and southern polar cap, respectively. These values are similar to 

the open flux estimates (10-50 GWb) calculated using auroral oval observations [Badman et 

al., 2014] and estimates from global MHD models for Saturn [20-35 GWb, Jia et al., 2012].  

Finally, we have investigated the possibility of the invariant colatitude position of the OCB 

being modulated by the planetary period oscillations (PPOs). The PPOs consist of two 

independently rotating magnetic perturbation systems (one in the north and one in the south) 

that rotate at different periods [e.g. Andrews et al., 2012; Provan et al., 2016, 2018]. PPOs 
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have been found to perturb and modulate many magnetospheric structures and processes in 

Saturn’s magnetosphere including the auroral oval, dipolarizations in the magnetotail, as well 

as the plasma sheet [e.g. Nichols et al., 2008, 2016; Bader et al., 2019a; Bradley et al., 2018; 

Ramer et al., 2017; Thomsen et al., 2017]. Jinks et al., (2014) did not find a significant 

modulation of the OCB by PPO systems. We have found that by binning the data 

appropriately in local time longitudes to account for an average variation in the shape in local 

time of the OCB, the OCB in the north is weakly modulated by PPOs. 

5 Conclusions 

The whole electron measurement dataset from the spectrometer (ELS) onboard the Cassini 

spacecraft has been reduced to produce a signal-to-noise ratio. This has made it more 

straightforward to analyse the dataset as a whole in regards to when and where in the 

Saturnian magnetosphere plasma was observed with a high and low electron content. From 

our analysis we have found: 

1) The most planetward reconnection x-line is located at 20 – 25 RS downtail from the 

planet on the midnight to dawn side of the equatorial magnetosphere. 

2) There is a local time (dawn-dusk) asymmetry. This may possibly indicate the 

presence of plasma depleted flux tubes returning to the dayside after reconnection.  

3) A large volume of the high-latitude magnetosphere is in a state of constant plasma 

depletion and located on open field lines. 

4) The average open flux content for the northern and southern polar caps are 25±5 and 

32±5 GWb.  

5) The average location of the open-closed field boundary is found at invariant 

colatitudes of 12.7±0.6º and 14.5±0.6º colatitude.  

6) We have found that the northern open-closed field line boundary is weakly modulated 

by the northern PPO system. 

The dataset is also ripe to be used in a variety of studies such as exploring the quasi-periodic 

1hr pulsations (also known as QP60) that have also been observed at Saturn [e.g. Roussos et 

al., 2016]. Future work will include examining the cushion dawn region in more detail to 
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confirm or deny the presence of this structure at Saturn. The open flux content also needs to 

be investigated in detail using both auroral observations and in situ observations together for 

individual Cassini orbits. 
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Figure 1. CAPS Electron Spectrometer (ELS) measurements during a high-latitude orbit 

passing through the magnetosphere, cusp and polar cap: a) electron differential energy flux 

(‘DEF’) summed over all 8 anodes, with the spacecraft (‘s/c’) potential and photoelectrons 

labeled; b) reduced electron spectrometer data showing the final signal-to-noise ratio (‘SNR’) 

described in the text (SNR=1 is shown by the dotted line). The cusp interval is analysed in 

detail by Jasinski et al., (2014). 
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Figure 2. ELS data in the equatorial (XKSMAG-YKSMAG) plane, with the Sun to the right. The 

data shown is for locations within 5º in latitude and 2.5 RS of the equator. The color scheme 

highlights when ELS measured electrons above background levels (white) and where it did 

not (red – for more details about the color scheme please Section 2.5). Grey shows where no 

data was taken. The orbit of Titan is shown at 20 RS, and a model magnetopause is shown 

[Kanani et al., (2010)], which results in a standoff distance equal to ~27 RS.  
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Figure 3. ELS data shown within 2.5 RS of the warped current sheet model of Arridge et al., 

(2008). Left (a): equatorial plane in the same format as Figure 2. Crosses are of reconnection 

signatures reported by Smith et al., (2016). Right (b): The same dataset as a) but shown in 

local time (LT) and radial distance (R), highlighting a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the ELS 

observations.  
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Figure 4. ELS measurements in the high latitude magnetosphere during the highly-inclined 

orbits of 2006-2009. Left a): ELS data in the XKSMAG-ZKSMAG plane with the Sun to the right. 

Right b): Observations from the dayside magnetosphere (shown as radial distance and 

latitude). 
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Figure 5. ELS observations mapped to the (a) northern and (b) southern ionospheres. The 

three circles from the most poleward to the most equatorward are the statistical auroral oval 

locations for the poleward edge, center and equatorward edge, respectively, from (Bader et 

al., 2019a). Lines of local time longitude (dotted lines) are separated by 30º (2 hours LT), and 

dotted circles show colatitudes of 10º and 20º. Local times are labeled with 00 at midnight. 
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Figure 6. Open-closed field line boundary crossing by Cassini compared to the auroral oval 

position. Panel a): mapped location of Cassini (red, for the northern interval shown in the 

spectrogram) in the northern polar cap and the location of the OCB (blue star), model OCB 

oval (blue) observed on 04 Jan 2009 at 04:20 UT, with the statistical location of the auroral 

oval from Bader et al., (2019a). Local time longitudes gridlines separated by 2 hours LT (or 

30º) and colatitudes of 10º are shown. Panel b) UVIS auroral observations of the northern 

aurora on 04 Jan 2009 at 09:45 UT, with the mapped location of Cassini (yellow diamond) 

during the UVIS observations (and the OCB crossing – blue star) as well as Cassini’s 

trajectory. The northern (red) and southern (blue) longitudinal PPO positions are shown. 

Panel c-d) Cassini’s radial distance from Saturn and magnetic latitude are shown, 

respectively. Panel e-f) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spectrogram measured by ELS during 

the interval shown in panel a). The spacecraft potential is shown as the black line in panel f). 

The dashed vertical lines show the selection of the open-closed field line boundary.  
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Figure 7. Open-closed field line boundary (OCB) location and PPO modulation. Panel a-b) 

the invariant colatitude location shown for different Cassini orbits (Revs), and c-d) for 

different local times, with the average auroral oval from Bader et al., (2019a). Panel e-h) 

Displacement of the OCB invariant colatitude (Λ) depending on PPO magnetic longitude 

ΨN/S (ΨS/N) for the northern OCB (southern). The best fit model and corresponding 

goodness-of-fit (χ2) is also shown. 

 


